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-  six different equipment options
-  refrigerator bodies in all technically feasible 
 dimensions
-  inside and outside 4A ground and polished
-  refrigerating unit can be fully integrated
-  up to four refrigerating units in one body
-  high-performance evaporator with two 
 ventilators and air deflectors

-  glass touch panel thermostat with rapid 
 cooling mode
-  inboard drawers are height-adjustable and have 
 Corian handles
-  easily accessible and easy to clean 
 vaporization bowls
-  tool-free easy cleaning and maintenance
-  high pressure foamed CFC-free refrigerating unit

-  undermount sinks in all 
 technically feasible measurements
-  V4A ground / polished
-  material thickness 1,5 mm
-  models with tilt radius and tilt 
 factor R20
-  outsides surfaces sound insulated
-  standpipe valves 1 ½ “ with waste  
 collection sieves
-  basket valve 3 ½ “ with waste 
 collection sieves

-  single or multiple pipeline dispensers
-  V4A ground and polished
-  compensating disperser V2A polished
-  beer tapping unit is delivered fully operational
-  drip grids in all technically feasible measurements
-  V4A ground and polished
-  drip tray with or without glass cleaning fountain
-  pre-assembled and ready for installation
-  tap adapter with lid for tool-free assembly and dismantling

ROLAND Refrigeration Units ROLAND Undermount Sinks with Special Drains

ROLAND Outdoor Bars – 15 years of Experience ROLAND Taps and Drip Grids
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Lürssen Yard

MY "Thunder"
-

Adapter for tap

Area
Main Deck Bar - F510
Bridge Deck Bar - F414
Owners Deck Bar - F311

Disassembly and assembly of the dispensing tower:

When disassembling the dispensing tower, you must follow the
sequence below:

1.   Turn stop-cock of pressure reducer to 'CLOSE'
      (turn to 'CLOSE' means to turn lever by 90°
      towards outgoing pressure line).

2.   The KEG tap head on the beer keg can now be
      removed and placed on the beer keg.

3.   Drain remaining beer and residual carbon dioxide
      pressure via the tap.

4.   Now unscrew the screw connection of the beer
      line from the KEG tap head. Use a cloth to pick up
      residual beer.

5.  The high-gloss polished cap nut has to be turned
     counter-clockwise until the nut is loosened by
     using the finger cut-outs with which the dispenser
     is attached to the table top.

6.   Now the dispensing tower with cap nut can be
      pulled out of the adapter upwards. Carefully also
      pull the beer line and cap nut out of the bushing. 

7.   Rinse beer tap and line with water before storing
      (same also applies to re-commissioning).

8.   Carefully store dispensing tower and nut cap and
      prevent against scratches and damage.

9.   To close the adapter, now the high-gloss polished
       lid is placed on the adapter thread and fastened
       to the adapter by means of a face spanner
       (slightly tighten the lid). Lid and face spanner are
       included in the scope of delivery and must also
       be carefully stored and protected from scratches.

10. Assembly of the dispenser should be carried out
      in reverse order to disassembly.

Spareparts
1. cap nut - No.021-0033
2. lid - No.021-0021
3. key - No.021-0022
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-  two compact models with chilled 
 water connection
-  V4A bodies with condensed 
 water tray
-  mechanical unit is silenced by 
 vibration absorber
-  the complete switch and control   
 unit is easily accessible
-  optionally in varnished in white
-  optionally with compressor heating


